Rosario+Vampire series by Akihisa Ikeda
YP FIC IKEDA
All-round average teenager Tsukune can't get accepted to any high school save one...but on his first day, he finds the rest of the student body doesn't appear average in the least. Best of all, the cutest girl on campus can't wait to fling her arms around his neck! Wait a sec'-are those her teeth around his neck too...' Tsukune's going to have one heck of a hickey when he gets home from Monster High! But does he have a chance in H E double hockey sticks of raising his grades at a school where the turf war isn't between the jocks and the nerds but the vampires and the werewolves?
Rosario+Vampire Season 1 (Volumes #1-10)
Rosario+Vampire Season 2 (Volumes #1-13)

The Immortal Rules by Julie Kagawa (Blood of Eden series, Book #1) YP FIC KAGAWA
Allison Sekemoto survives in the Fringe, the outermost circle of a vampire city. By day, she and her crew scavenge for food. By night, any one of them could be eaten. Some days, all that drives Allie is her hatred of them. The vampires who keep humans as blood cattle. Until the night Allie herself is attacked--and given the ultimate choice. Die...or become one of the monsters. Faced with her own mortality, Allie becomes what she despises most. To survive, she must learn the rules of being immortal, including the most important: go long enough without human blood, and you will go mad.
The Eternity Cure (Book #2)
The Forever Song (Book #3)

Lailah by Nikki Kelley (The Styctar Saga series, Book #1) YP FIC KELLY
The girl knows she's different. She doesn't age. She has no family. She has visions of a past life, but no clear clues as to what she is, or where she comes from. But there is a face in her dreams—a light that breaks through the darkness. She knows his name is Gabriel. On her way home from work, the girl encounters an injured stranger whose name is Jonah. Soon, she will understand that Jonah belongs to a generation of Vampires that serve darker forces. Jonah and the few like him are fighting with help from an unlikely ally, a rogue Angel named Gabriel. In the crossfire between good and evil, love and hate, and life and death, the girl learns her name: Lailah. But when the lines between black and white begin to blur, where in the spectrum will she find her place? And with whom?
Gabriel (Book #2)

Darkness Before Dawn by J. A. London
(Darkness Before Dawn trilogy, Book #1)
YP FIC LONDON
We built the wall to keep them out, to keep us safe. But it also makes us prisoners, trapped in what's left of our ravaged city, fearing nightfall. After the death of my parents, it's up to me—as the newest delegate for humanity—to bargain with our vampire overlord. I thought I was ready. I thought I knew everything there was to know about the monsters. Then again, nothing could have prepared me for Lord Valentine...or his son. Maybe not all vampires are killers. Maybe it's safe to let one in.
Blood-Kissed Sky (Book #2)
After Daybreak (Book #3)

The Farm by Emily McKay (The Farm series, Book #1) YP FIC MCKAY
Life was different in the Before: before vampires began devouring humans in a swarm across America; before the surviving young people were rounded up and quarantined. These days, we know what those quarantines are—holding pens where human blood is turned into more food for the undead monsters, known as Ticks. Surrounded by electrical fences, most kids try to survive the Farms by turning on each other...
The Lair (Book #2)
The Vault (Book #3)
In the Forests of the Night by Amelia Atwater-Rhodes (Den of Shadows series, Book #1)
YP FIC ATWATERR By day, Risika sleeps in a shaded room in Concord, Massachusetts. By night, she hunts the streets of New York City. She is used to being alone. But someone is following Risika. He has left her a black rose, the same sort of rose that sealed her fate 300 years ago. Three hundred years ago she was human. Now she is a vampire, a powerful one, and her past has come back to torment her.

Demon in My View (Book #2)

Shattered Mirror (Book #3)

Midnight Predator (Book #4)

Persistence of Memory (Book #5)

Token of Darkness (Book #6)

All Just Glass (Book #7)

Poison Tree (Book #8)

Promises to Keep (Book #9)

The Hallowed Ones by Laura Bickle (The Hallowed Ones series, Book #1)
YP FIC BICKLE Katie is on the verge of her Rumspringa, the time in Amish life when teenagers can get a taste of the real world. But the real world comes to her in this dystopian tale with a philosophical bent. Rumors of massive unrest on the “Outside” abound. Something murderous is out there. Amish elders make a rule: No one goes outside, and no outsiders come in. But when Katie finds a gravely injured young man, she can’t leave him to die. She smuggles him into her family’s barn—at what cost to her community? The suspense of this vividly told, truly horrific thriller will keep the pages turning.

The Outside (Book #2)

Eighth Grade Bites by Heather Brewer (The Chronicles of Vladimir Tod series, Book #1)
YP FIC BREWER Thirteen-year-old Vladimir Tod really hates junior high. Bullies harass him, the principal is dogging him, and the girl he likes prefers his best friend. Oh, and Vlad has a secret: His mother was human, but his father was a vampire. With no idea of the extent of his powers, Vlad struggles daily with his blood cravings and his enlarged fangs. When a substitute teacher begins to question him a little too closely, Vlad worries that his cover is about to be blown. But then he faces a much bigger problem: He's being hunted by a vampire killer.

Ninth Grade Slays (Book #2)

Tenth Grade Bleeds (Book #3)

Eleventh Grade Burns (Book #4)

Twelfth Grade Kills (Book #5)

The Morganville Vampires series by Rachel Caine
YP FIC CAINE Morganville is a small college town in the heart of Texas—not a place that exactly screams "hotbed of creatures of the night". But college freshman Claire Danvers is about to discover why, in Morganville, you should never, ever stay out after dark...

The Morganville Vampires, Vol 1 (Books #1-2)

The Morganville Vampires, Vol 2 (Books #3-4)

Lord of Misrule (Book #5)

Carpe Corpus (Book #6)

The Morganville Vampires, Vol 4 (Books #7-8)

Ghost Town (Book #9)

Bite Club (Book #10)

Last Breath (Book #11)

Black Dawn (Book #12)

Bitter Blood (Book #13)

Fall of Night (Book #14)

Haven by Kristi Cook (Winterhaven series, Book #1)
YP FIC COOK Violet McKenna isn’t a normal girl with normal teenage issues; she has more to contend with than most people could handle. Violet thought she was just crazy when she had a vivid vision of her dad's murder. Her life started falling apart when her premonition came true. She's had flashes of other events too. The problem was nobody believed her until she found a new school: Winterhaven.

Mirage (Book #2)

Eternal (Book #3)

Vampire Rising by Jason Henderson (Alex Van Helsing series, Book #1)
YP FIC HENDERSON Fourteen-year-old Alex has no idea that he's descended from the world's most famous vampire hunter, but that changes fast when he arrives at Glenarvon Academy and confronts two vampires in his first three days. Turns out Glenarvon isn't the only school near Lake Geneva. Hidden deep underground lies an ancient university for vampires called the Scholomance. And the deadly vampire clan lord known as Icemaker? You might say he's a visiting professor. When two of Alex's friends are kidnapped by Icemaker, it's up to Alex to infiltrate the Scholomance and get them back—alive. Assisted by the Polidorium, a top-secret vampire-hunting organization with buried ties to the Van Helsings, Alex dodges zombies, bullets, and lots—and lots—of fangs on his way to thwarting Icemaker's plans and fulfilling his family destiny.

Voice of the Undead (Book #2)

The Triumph of Death (Book #3)

Department 19 by Will Hill (Department 19 series, Book #1)
YP FIC HILL Jamie Carpenter's life will never be the same. His father is dead, his mother is missing, and he was just rescued by an enormous man named Frankenstein. Jamie is brought to Department 19, where he is pulled into a secret organization responsible for policing the supernatural, founded more than a century ago by Abraham Van Helsing and the other survivors of Dracula. Aided by Frankenstein's monster, a beautiful vampire girl with her own agenda, and the members of the agency, Jamie must attempt to save his mother from a terrifyingly powerful vampire.

The Rising (Book #2)

Battle Lines (Book #3)

Reborn by C.C. Hunter (Shadow Falls: After Dark series, Book #1)
YP FIC HUNTER Della had the perfect life—the family, a boyfriend, and a bright future—until she was turned, and abandoned by everyone she loves. She takes refuge at Shadow Falls, a camp for teens with paranormal powers. It's where she and her best friends, Kylie and Miranda, heal their heartbeat with laughter, and where Della is training to be a paranormal investigator—and she refuses to be distracted. That means there's no time for romance with Steve, a gorgeous shape-shifter whose kisses melt her heart.

Eternal (Book #2)

Unspoken (Book #3)